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Abstract

Escalation of commitment—the tendency to remain committed to a course of action, often despite negative prospects—is common. Why does it persist? Across three preregistered experiments ($N=3,888$), we tested the hypothesis that escalating commitment signals trustworthiness. Experiments 1-2 respectively revealed that decision makers who escalated commitment were perceived as more trustworthy and entrusted with 29% more money by third-party observers. Experiment 3 revealed that decision makers who escalated commitment subsequently made more trustworthy choices, returning 15% more money than those who de-escalated. Decision makers were equally likely to escalate commitment in public versus in private, possibly because they previously internalized how others would evaluate them.

Complementing research examining cognitive factors driving escalation of commitment, the present work reveals that accounting for the reputational causes and consequences of decisions to escalate enhances understanding of why escalation is so common and suggests how organizations might reduce it.
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Escalation of commitment—specifically, the tendency to maintain commitment to a course of action, often despite negative prospects (Brockner, 1992; Staw, 1976)—is quite common. Decision makers persist at fatally flawed business ventures and continue unwinnable wars, despite the widely held prescription that selecting options based solely on future net expected value achieves better material outcomes (Mankiw, 2020, p. 261).

Why does costly escalation persist? Prior research has identified numerous cognitive factors that drive this robust phenomenon (for meta-analysis, see Sleesman et al., 2012). In addition, conceptual papers have theorized that social incentives play a role (Kanodia, Busman, & Dickhaut, 1989; Staw, 1981; Tetlock, 2000). Yet, as Sleesman and colleagues’ meta-analysis concluded, relatively little work has experimentally tested the role of social incentives, such as reputation management, in driving escalation.¹

Drawing on the foregoing theorizing concerning social incentives, we hypothesized that escalation would signal trustworthiness, an attribute essential for successful professional relationships (Arrow, 1974; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Kramer, 1999; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Moreover, this reputational benefit (signaling trustworthiness) may partially offset the material costs of escalation, contributing to its prevalence. This hypothesis yields a set of testable questions.

¹ Sleesman and colleagues (2012, pg. 557) concluded that “Researchers have emphasized project and psychological determinants at the expense of social and structural factors.” For a notable exception, see Fox & Staw (1979)
(1) **Do third-party observers trust decision makers who escalate more than they trust decision makers who de-escalate?**

Drawing on Mayer et al.’s (1995) tripartite model of trust, we hypothesized that escalation would signal *integrity*- and *benevolence-based trust*, but not extend equally to *ability-based trust* (Experiment 1). We drew on three lines of reasoning. First, regarding integrity, Mayer et al. (1995, pg. 719) argue that “…the consistency of the party’s past actions, credible communications… and the extent to which the party’s actions are congruent with his or her words all affect the degree to which the party is judged to have integrity.” Thus, if escalation reinforces a decision maker’s prior choices, it should increase perceived integrity. Second, Mayer and colleagues suggest that perceived benevolence is inversely correlated with a perceived motivation to misrepresent one’s position. If escalation indicates a decision maker’s unwillingness to say one thing and do another, it should increase perceived benevolence. Third, escalation should exert less influence on ability-based trust because there is no clear “correct choice” in uncertain escalation decisions. Finally, to rule out a potential halo effect, we also predicted less influence on other positive traits for which evaluative criteria are lacking (e.g., humorousness) than on integrity- and benevolence-based trust.

Importantly, because escalators (versus de-escalators) should be perceived as higher in integrity- and benevolence-based trust, we predicted observers would translate perceived trust into financial trust (Experiment 2).

(2) **Does escalation of commitment predict actual trustworthiness?**

Sleesman et al.’s (2012) meta-analysis makes clear that multiple distinct factors contribute to escalation, including the insight that individuals who escalate are more likely to
care about their reputation in the eyes of others (Brockner, Rubin, & Lang, 1981; Fox & Staw, 1979). Outside the escalation domain, scholars have found that individuals who care about their reputation return more money in strategic interactions involving trust (e.g., Jordan, Hoffman, Nowak, & Rand, 2016). Thus, we reasoned that individuals who escalate commitment would be more trustworthy and return more money in a trust game.

(3) Are decision makers more likely to escalate commitment in public versus in private?

If strategic decision makers can intuit the potential benefits of signaling trustworthiness through escalation, they should be more likely to escalate when observed by others (Brockner, Rubin, & Lang, 1981; Fox & Staw, 1979). Alternatively, based on social-interactionist schools of thought (Goffman, 1983; Mead, 1930), decision makers may already have internalized how others would evaluate them (for discussion, see Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Schlenker & Weigold, 1992), in which case, observation would have no discernible influence on the tendency to escalate.

Current Research

We address the preceding questions in three preregistered experiments (N=3,888). Experiments 1-2 respectively test whether escalation (a) is perceived as a signal of trustworthiness and (b) engenders trusting financial behavior by observers. Experiment 3 tests whether decision makers who escalate make more trustworthy choices in strategic interactions and whether they are more likely to escalate in public versus in private.

Open Science Statement

All data, materials, and preregistrations are publicly available via the Open Science Framework (tinyurl.com(OSFescalation). We report how we determined sample sizes,
preregistered data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in all experiments (Simmons et al., 2012).

**Experiment 1: Does Escalation of Commitment Increase Perceptions of Trust?**

**Overview and Method**

Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that escalation of commitment would signal integrity- and benevolence-based trust, and that these reputational benefits would not extend equally to ability-based trust. Participants in this experiment evaluated a decision maker who escalated vs. de-escalated commitment to a failing course of action. Due to space constraints, methodological details and secondary exploratory analyses are available for all experiments in the Supplement. All experiments received Institutional Review Board approval.

**Participants**

We recruited 441 adult respondents from the United States. In this and all experiments, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and Cloud Research to recruit participants. Based on pilot data, we pre-determined our target sample size to ensure 80% power to detect a Cohen’s $d=0.30$ assuming a 10% loss due to exclusions. The final sample for analyses consisted of $N=429$ after preregistered exclusions for failing comprehension checks (45% female; $M_{age}=39.6$). In all the experiments, all reported results are qualitatively consistent regardless of exclusion (see Supplement).

**Procedure**

Participants read a frequently used scenario (e.g., Arkes & Blumer, 1985; Olivola, 2018) in which the CEO of a company, after completing 90% of product development, learned that a competitor had launched a superior product. Participants were randomly assigned to a condition
in which the CEO decided to spend the money to finish developing the inferior product (i.e., *escalation condition*) or cut their losses (i.e., *de-escalation condition*). Participants in prior experiments using nearly identical scenarios when no prior investment had been made overwhelmingly rejected investment (e.g., Arkes & Blumer, 1985, in which over 85% of participants chose not to invest).

Participants then evaluated the CEO on the tripartite trust scale (Mayer et al., 1995; Zlatev, 2019) and humorousness. We predicted that the CEO who escalated commitment would be perceived as higher on integrity- and benevolence-based trust, but less so on ability-based trust or humorousness. Ability, benevolence, and integrity were each measured on three-item scales; humorous was scored as the average of two items. Reliability for all scales was high (alphas > .90). Finally, participants responded to exploratory and demographic questions (see Supplement).

**Results and Discussion**

Table 1 presents means and effect sizes for all dependent variables. As predicted, unpaired t-tests revealed that escalation signalled both integrity and benevolence (Cohen’s *ds* > .40 for both indices, *ps* < .001). Notably, two 2x2 mixed ANOVAs crossing Escalation Choice (between subject) and Type of Trust (within subject) revealed that the effects of escalation on integrity and benevolence, respectively, were significantly larger than the effect of escalation on perceived ability (*ps*=.025 and .040 for respective interactions. An unpaired t-test revealed that the effect of escalation on ability was marginally significant; *p*.06). Finally, two additional mixed ANOVAS replacing ability with humor revealed that the effects of escalation on integrity
and benevolence were directionally, but not significantly, larger than the effect on perceived humorousness ($ps=.18$ and $.07$ for respective interactions; effect on humor: $d=.29$, $p=.002$).

Taken together, results revealed two main findings. First, observers perceived decision makers who escalated (versus de-escalated) as more trustworthy. Second, insofar as escalation did not signal ability-based trust as strongly as it signaled integrity- and benevolence-based trust, the results indicate some differentiation in ratings rather a pure halo effect. That said, a partial halo effect cannot be fully ruled out.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Integrity-based trust</th>
<th>Benevolence-based trust</th>
<th>Ability-based trust</th>
<th>Humor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escalator</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-escalator</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean difference</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>$p &lt; .001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .001$</td>
<td>$p = .064$</td>
<td>$p = .002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[95% CI]</td>
<td>[0.21, 0.60]</td>
<td>[0.21, 0.59]</td>
<td>[-0.01, 0.37]</td>
<td>[0.10, 0.49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Results from Experiment 1: Observers perceived Escalators (versus De-escalators) as higher in integrity- and benevolence-based trust. These benefits did not extend equally to ability-based trust. Observers also perceived Escalators as higher in humor.

Experiment 2: Does Escalation of Commitment Increase Financial Trust?

Overview and Method

Following standard procedures from prior literature (e.g., Berg et al., 1995; Jordan et al., 2016), we employed a two-stage experimental design with two players: Actor and Observer. The
participant of interest played the role of Observer. In the first stage, the Actor made a choice to escalate or de-escalate commitment. Unbeknown to the Observer, the Actor was fictitious and their choice was randomly assigned: We randomly paired Observers with Escalators (i.e., Actors who escalated) or De-Escalators (i.e., Actors who de-escalated). In the second stage, the Observer decided how much money to allocate to the Actor in a Trust Game (TG), described below. We predicted that Observers would trust Escalators more than De-Escalators.

Participants

We recruited 660 adult respondents from the United States. Based on pilot data, we predetermined our target sample size to ensure 80% power to detect a Cohen’s $d=.25$ assuming a 10% loss due to exclusions. The final sample for analyses consisted of $N=602$ after preregistered exclusions for failing comprehension checks (50% female; $M_{age}=37.3$).

Procedure

Experiment 2 borrowed procedures from Jordan and colleagues (2016). Participants learned that the experiment would have two stages. In Stage 1, Observers read the same scenario from Experiment 1. Following two comprehension questions, Observers learned of the Actor’s choice to either escalate or de-escalate (as randomly assigned).

Based on Berg et al. (1995), in Stage 2 Observers received a bonus allocation and could transfer any amount (in cents, including none) to the Actor, allegedly another MTurk worker. This transfer constituted the primary dependent variable. We asked two comprehension questions to ensure participants understood their incentives. Observers received 50% of the tripled amount sent if they correctly answered all comprehension questions. Finally, participants responded to several exploratory and demographic questions (see Supplement).
Results and Discussion

As predicted, escalation increased financial trust. Observers entrusted 29% more of their endowment money to Escalators ($M=.60$, $SD=.39$) compared to De-Escalators ($M=.47$, $SD=.41$), $t(599.2) = 4.18$, $p < .001$, $d=0.34$, CI$_{95} [.18, .50]$ (see Figure 1). The Supplement contains preregistered robustness checks, which support the main findings. Further, the Supplement contains analyses addressing (but finding inconsistent evidence for) a potential alternative explanation: that all observers would be more likely to trust the actor who chooses a pattern consistent with their own preferences (Tajfel, 1970).

Figure 1.

*Changes in Trusting Behavior as a Function of Escalation of Commitment*
Note. Results from Experiment 2: Observers sent 29% more money in a Trust Game to Actors who escalated commitment. Shaded plots display the distributions; horizontal bars indicate the means; rectangles show 95% confidence intervals.

Experiment 3: Are Escalators (versus De-Escalators) More Trustworthy?

Overview and Method

Given that Observers trust Escalators more than De-Escalators, Experiment 3 tested whether Escalators deserve such trust. Further, it tested whether participants would be more likely to escalate commitment when their choice was public rather than private.

Participants

We recruited 2,787 adult respondents from the United States. The final sample after preregistered exclusions for failure to correctly answer comprehension checks consisted of 

\[ N = 1,589 \] (54% female; \( M_{\text{age}} = 36.9 \)). We initially collected 803 respondents. While we did detect a relationship between escalation and trustworthiness, we did not detect a significant effect of observation on escalation. Due to higher-than-expected exclusion rates (42%) resulting from following our preregistered exclusion plan, the estimate obtained was imprecise. We therefore collected an additional 1,984 respondents and report results from the combined sample to ensure a more precise estimate.

Procedure

Drawing on Jordan et al. (2016), we employed a two-stage design similar to Experiment 2, except participants played the role of Actor. We manipulated the observability of the choice they made in Stage 1. In the unobserved condition, Actors read that the Observer would be unable to see their choice and that their choice could not affect how much the Observer would
send in the TG. In the observed condition, Actors read that the Observer could see the Actor’s choice, which could affect how much the Observer chose to send. After choosing whether to escalate or not, Actors decided what percentage of their tripled amount they would return. This choice was made without knowledge of how much the Observer would send to them. Finally, participants completed demographic and exploratory questions, including trait-level reasonableness and rationality (See Supplement). To determine bonus payments, we randomly matched Actors with purported Observers from Experiment 2 (See Supplement).

**Results**

Results supported the hypothesis that Escalators would return a greater portion (15%) of their money ($M=.35$, $SD=.23$) than would De-Escalators ($M=.31$, $SD=.25$), $t(695.4) = 3.30$, $p=.001$, $d=0.19$, CI$_{95}$ [0.08, 0.31]; Figure 2. However, whether a decision maker was explicitly observed had no discernable impact on escalation ($b=0.053$, $SE=0.11$, $z=0.46$, $p=.64$, OR=1.05, CI$_{95}$ [0.844, 1.317]). Additionally, there was no effect of observation on the size of the relationship between escalation and trustworthiness (interaction $p=.67$).
Figure 2

*Trustworthiness as a Function of Escalation of Commitment*

![Graph showing trustworthiness as a function of escalation of commitment.](image)

**Actor Choice**

*Note.* Results from Experiment 3: Actors who chose to escalate commitment returned 15% more money in a Trust Game. Shaded plots display the distributions; horizontal bars indicate the means; rectangles show 95%-confidence intervals.

**General Discussion**

The present research examined the reputational causes and consequences of escalating commitment to failing courses of action. Three key facts emerged. First, Observers trust decision makers who escalate commitment, even in the face of a potentially failing course of action. Specifically, Observers attribute higher integrity-based and benevolence-based trust to decision makers who escalate commitment versus de-escalate; Observers also entrust 29% more money to these Escalators. Second, consistent with Observers’ expectations, Escalators actually behave in
more trustworthy ways, returning 15% more money than De-Escalators. Third, whether decision makers escalated or not was not affected by whether the decision was observed.

**Theoretical Implications**

The present work adds empirical content to an emerging conclusion that what may seem like costly choices from the perspective of material outcomes can be rewarding in strategic interactions involving trust (for related work, see Everett et al., 2016; Jordan, Hoffman, Bloom, et al., 2016; Tenney et al., 2019). To the extent that models of behavior seek to contrast prescriptive versus descriptive models (i.e., models of how individuals should versus actually behave), they will need to account not only for traditional economic incentives but also for key reputational incentives for signaling trustworthiness.

Our findings also pertain to the mature literature on the sunk-cost bias (Arkes & Blumer, 1985; Jessup et al., 2018). Specifically, it adds empirical content to recent research efforts aimed at elucidating distinctly-social underlying mechanisms (Sleesman et al., 2012). For example, the findings cohere with research showing that escalation is underpinned by neural activity in the insula (Fujino et al., 2016), a region that may be associated with the feeling of trust (Kang et al., 2012). Moreover, the sunk-cost bias persists when investments are incurred by others (Olivola, 2018). Our work converges with this recent body of work suggesting a necessary social-institutional focus to understand decisions to escalate commitment.

Inasmuch as the present work sheds light on the social causes and consequences of escalation, it highlights a novel implication for de-biasing. Whereas de-biasing research has typically focused on the individual-level of analysis, harnessing approaches such as education (e.g., Sellier, Scopelliti, & Morewedge, 2019), the present work suggests it could be crucial to
focus on the social/organizational level of analysis. Specifically, the present studies imply that reducing excessive escalation requires a social/organizational context in which decision makers can de-escalate commitment without incurring reputational costs. Ideally, organizations can build a culture in which decision makers explicitly earn trust when they engage in rational cost-benefit analysis at key decision junctures.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

A few limitations merit note. First, while Experiment 1 revealed that decision makers who escalate are more trusted even when no opportunity for reciprocity is available, Experiment 2 cannot fully rule out whether reciprocity plays a role. Future research should consider alternative explanations, including whether escalators are perceived as more rational or whether they are perceived as more likely to reciprocate, among other alternatives. In addition, future research should explore more deeply the extent to which escalation predicts trust discretely versus positive attributes generally.

Second, although the present studies included real monetary transactions, a potential limitation of this work is that the monetary sums were small. Thus, we cannot conclude whether the patterns would change with larger sums (but see Simmons & Massey, 2012). In addition, we cannot conclude how such effects may change in repeated interactions.

Finally, it would also be valuable to explore why participants in Experiment 3 were not sensitive to explicit observation. Following social-interactionist schools of thought (Goffman, 1983; Mead, 1930), decision makers may already have internalized how others would evaluate them. Consistent with this idea, Jordan and Rand (2020) built on diverse strands of theory (e.g., Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Schlenker & Weigold, 1992) to propose that individuals use a
reputation heuristic – i.e., engage in signaling behavior even without an explicit audience (see also Chaudhry & Loewenstein, 2019). Participants may have already internalized concerns about evaluation, even lacking an explicit audience – a question for future research.

**Conclusion**

Most choices in life arrive not as isolated problems but as the next in a series of decisions within particular social or institutional contexts. Thus, understanding how prior choices impact future choices, especially seemingly irrational choices, merits attention. Examining why escalation of commitment to failing courses of action persists, we found a novel answer: Decisions to escalate engender trust and increase financial benefits from strategic partners. Whether those who de-escalate do so because they are unaware of the reputational benefit they will miss is an important area for future research.

**Context**

The central hypothesis (that escalation engenders trust) arose from discussions with our accomplished executive education students, who vigorously defended their escalation choices against prescriptions for “rational decision making.” They argued that, especially in global diplomacy, abandoning commitments creates political costs in ways our models fail to capture. The present data support this intuition. Collectively, these ideas spawned a broader program of research on the reputational costs of economic rationality.
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